Matlab array operations vs. matrix operations
When you are doing an operation involving two arrays (vector or matrix) you have the choice of using
two types of operators:
1) array (element-by-element) or "dot" operators, e.g., .* ./
2) matrix (linear algebra) operators (no dot), e.g., * /
When you do an operation involving a scalar (one value) and an array, you can use either type of
operator.
For array operations, both arrays must be of the same size: same number rows and same number
columns. For matrix operations, the two arrays must be of the size required by the operation. For matrix
multiplication, the number of columns of the first array must equal the number of rows of the second
array.
Which operator you choose depends on what you are doing. When you are processing experimental
data and computing values from the data, you often want to be doing array operations (element-byelement). When you are doing linear algebra, e.g., solving multiple, coupled linear algebraic equations,
you want to do matrix operations.
I first discussed an example of doing array operations. In the Reactor Lab, which you can get at
www.ReactorLab.net, I copied some data from an experiment with an exothermic reaction in a plug
flow reactor with cooling.

I clicked the Copy button and copied the data to the computer clipboard, then pasted it into a Matlab
file, which I named today.m. I commented-out the header info. The data are four columns of tabdelimited data.
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Then I wrote a Matlab script which loaded the data file, then computed the rate of reaction at each
location in the reactor (volume of reactor from inlet) using array operations.
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Next I discussed an example using matrix operations. We looked at a lab in Reactor Lab concerning
the stoichiometry of a complex mixture of chemical components which you might encounter in air
pollution studies.

With the given list of chemical components, there are three degrees of stoichiometric freedom that
allow conservation of the mass of each element. That is, there are three independent stoichiometric
equations. An example set of three is shown. For each equation, we can define a "stoichiometric extent"
variable, which measures how much each equation has occurred.
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Given three stoichmetric equations and three extent values, we use matrix multiplication to compute
the change in moles of each chemical component. This is a linear algebra problem involving three
simultaneous linear algebraic equations. A Matlab script that solves the example shown above is listed
below.
The columns of the matrix Y are the coefficients in the three stoichiometric equations. The rows in Y
correspond to the list of chemical components, in the same order as for the columns of matrix A.
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The final N vector computed agrees with the final composition reported by Reactor Lab.

I don't expect you to understand the details of these examples for this course. The purpose here is to
show you that both types of operations are useful in engineering.
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